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REFRAMING SOCIAL MEDIA 

1.0 Why do you use social media for your business? 

1.1 Let’s re-establish why you’re in business. Your goals 

 Freedom: Generate and manage my own energy, time and income. 

 Support: Save clients energy, time and money by ______________. 

 Lifestyle: Do what I love, at work and play. Help clients do the same. 

This is personal. These are just some general drivers. What are yours? 

 

1.2 How does social media community support your goals? 

Your answer to this question will drive your actions, so answer wisely. 

 Advocates: colleagues, friends, family who value us and refer others. 

 Clients: existing clients to keep adding value and for repeat business. 

 Prospects: increased awareness of our value among prospects. 

Yes, we all want leads. What do we do once we get them? Your 
community needs to do more than attract. It needs to retain. How? 

 

1.3 How do we attract and retain Advocates, Clients & Prospects? 

What you want: the social media facts that brought you to the table: 

Clients are there Prospects are there Expands reach (40:1) 

Establish expertise Stay top-of-mind *Promotion platform 

Increased visibility Content source(s) Collaboration (SCM) 

Research (R&D) Recruiting (HR) Brainstorming 

I want to stress that promotion is not the primary function of social 
media. Connection is. 15-20% promotion is a good threshold.  

What they want: the appeal to your advocates, clients and prospects: 
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Information Fun & Connection Inspiration 

Opinion sharing Idea sharing Recognition 

Family is there Friends are there Mentors are there 

Nothing here invites excessive promotion. Still, your offering is valuable 
to your advocates, clients and prospects. So what’s the overlap? 

 

Where you meet: give to get – what they want for what you want: 

Answer questions Share a laugh Share inspiration 

Join their chats Celebrate good ideas Share their posts 

Listen to needs (R&D) Link promos to needs Be a mentor 

This is by no means an exhaustive list of ways to add value. What are 
other ways that you can (have been) meeting your community’s needs?  

 

COMPLIMENTARY VERSION ENDS HERE 

[Get the full version for CA$45 + HST – Click Here] 

You have a lot of value to share that will improve the lives of clients. 
Don’t waste time or energy being unfocused or overwhelmed. 

Create your EASY Social Media Strategy. Do more in less time. 

 

  

 

Learn how on your 20-minute Complimentary Discovery Call. 
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